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Edito

S

ince I have been involved in the sector of internation-

al voluntary service I deeply believe in the positive 

impact that International Voluntary Service (IVS) can 

have on the life of people and communities, particu-

larly related to the personal development of volun-

teers in terms of open-mindedness, learning opportunities, 

new interactions and plenty of others…

For me, this is more than a mere belief, it is a based on observa-

tions about concrete cases, about people that I got to know 

during the last 10 years. People, volunteers, for whom volun-

tary service and the experience of international workcamps 

made them to consider things differently, change perspec-

tives, discover other people and other cultures and most 

importantly to better discover oneself and one’s own abilities, 

to be able to develop these abilities and be confi dent enough 

to assume them in front of others.

I have often spoken to people and institutions outside the vol-

untary sector, each time that I explain the power of IVS and 

what it can bring to people and communities, disbelief was the 

main reaction. They couldn’t deny what IVS brought to specif-

ic persons but they couldn’t accept that there was a cause and 

effect relation and we as IVS organisations are missing fi gures 

that prove and show this fact.

This project incarnates the will to go over and above individu-

al experiences and fi nd the way to show the impact of IVS in 

general.     

Matina Deligianni

National Delegate of Solidarités Jeunesses
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THE IMPACT OF VOLUNTEERING

F

or many years, Solidarités Jeu-

nesses has been involved in the 

promotion of volunteering activ-

ities for all, believing that it is a 

learning and access tool for 

youth with diffi culties.

In 2012, in addition to Solidarités Jeu-

nesses’ usual activities on promotion 

and support for youth accompanied by 

socio-educational facilities and in addi-

tion to the development of European 

Voluntary Service projects for youth 

with difficulties, or far from the process 

of volunteering; Solidarités Jeunesses 

initiated a project with partners from 

Europe and America concerning the 

impact of volunteering. The project 

Changing Perspectives : measuring 

and showing the impact of volunteer-

ing had two aims :

  – To capitalise and to create tools to 

measure the impact of voluntary 

activities concerning learning oppor-

tunities and capacities development, 

especially for youth with fewer oppor-

tunities.

  – To support the development of Latin 

American organisations of voluntary 

service and local development.

This project, co-fi nanced by the Europe-

an commission within the frame of Youth 

in Action programme, took place from 

December 2011 to November 2012 and 

gathered American (Argentina, Bolivia, 

Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico and Peru) and 

European partners (Belgium, Spain, Esto-

nia and France) and included two exter-

nal speakers : Carina Brit Christensen, 

sociologist and Wojciech Sokolowski, 

researcher in the John Hopkins Universi-

ty in the United States 

The project led to the creation of a ques-

tionnaire for volunteers with diffi culties 

participating to an international work-

camp. The questionnaire tackles several 

thematic such as autonomy, confi dence 

in oneself, interaction with others and 

interculturality, it is divided into three 

parts : daily life activities, interaction 

with others, participation in civil life.

The questionnaire was created during 

a seminar in April 2012 hosted by the 

regional delegation of Solidarités 

Jeunesses, Midi Pyrénées in Laguépie. 

The questionnaire was implemented 

during the summer of 2012 with 17 

volunteers participating in interna-

tional workcamps in Europe and in 

America and then it was re-evaluat-

ed after the studies of the results. 

Solidarités Jeunesses sent a group 

of 5 people supported by a former 

employee, involved in the overall 

process of the project, to an inter-

national workcamp in Peru. In 

addition to this Solidarités Jeu-

nesses hosted a volunteer from 

Bolivia and Peru.

The main idea with the question-

naire is to implement it before and after 

the voluntary project but also six months 

after the volunteers return. This allows us 

to measure the impact on the volunteer 

just after their arrival home and after they 

have taken up their daily life activities.

In order to evaluate the sending and host-

ing process of European and American 

volunteers, the different steps of the 

project and the relevance of the 

tools created during the seminar in April, 

a meeting took place in Lima, Peru in 

November 2012. During this meeting, 

the questionnaire was reconsidered 

according to the results of the question-

naire fi lled in by around 20 volunteers 

but also according to the initial objec-

tives of the project. The fi nal version of 

of the project



the questionnaires was fi nal-

ised at the end of the year 2012 and will 

be implemented in many projects (within 

Solidarités Jeunesses but also by our 

main networks: the Alliance and CCIVS) 

mainly during the summer of 2013 on a 

bigger scale in order to have a more pre-

cise vision of the results. 

The questionnaires exist in three lan-

guages : Spanish, English and French.

This publication gives details on the 

process implemented for the creation of 

this tool, the working methods used, the 

refl ection that led to the 

choice of the format 

“Questionnaire”, the the-

matic tackled but it also 

presents the tools (ques-

tionnaires, postcards and 

guidelines) to enable orga- 

nisations to use it.

Solidarités Jeunesses and 

partner organisations wish 

to adapt the tool to long term 

projects and to all volunteers 

of international workcamps, 

but also to extend its use to 

the measure of impact on a 

local level.

The project also reveals that 

it is not enough to measure 

the impact but that volunteers 

need to be accompanied in 

awareness of what voluntary 

service has brought to them. 

Thus we would like to continue 

the development of the tool to 

enable volunteers to make, 

themselves the link between 

the results of the question-

naires and the capacities they 

developed or reinforced.

This project was rich, and asked 

for an important involvement 

from all the participants of the 

project and the steering commit-

tee members. The will to continue 

to work on it is very much present 

but we believe that it is important to evalu-

ate the tool that was created, then to defi ne 

the frame to develop it, actors (networks, 

associations,...) who will be involved and 

working methods to suit the priorities giv-

en to the new project.
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INVOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS
  Diffi culties to access education 

or to continuation

  Lack of access to quality education

  Exclusion from the education system

ECONOMICAL PROBLEMS

COMING FROM A MINORITY 
GROUPS DUE TO :
 Gender

 Origin

 Religion

 Language

 Sexual orientation

GEOGRAPHIC ISOLATION

6 PROCESS

Target 
“Youth with fewer opportunities” is a European 
concept, identifying people who are experiencing 
different level of diffi culties, given at this theme 
was taken as the base for our target  group, 
it was important to build common ground 
with the Latin American partners. 

D

uring the fi rst seminar in 

Laguépie, the partners defi -

ned the criteria of the target 

group to fi t the characteris-

tics of the volunteers from 

both continents who participated in the 

International Voluntary Service projects 

in the summer.

The common defi nition of the target 

group decided upon is :

An unemployed person who has no 

previous experience in International 

Voluntary Service and who may 

come from a diffi cult social back-

ground due to one or more of the fol-

lowing criteria :

The decision came from the partner’s 

shared experiences in working with 

people in difficulty. Common key 

points have been identified for the tar-

get group :

International Voluntary Service is not 

considered as an opportunity or as 

attainable for them. Being a volunteer is 

not a priority, or the person may be not 

aware of volunteer opportunities (espe-

cially on an international scale).

Partner organisations consider that 

International Voluntary Service can 

lead to a positive change in a person’s 

daily life. Taking part in International 

Voluntary Service is thought to be a 

way to stimulate/revitalise the inclusion 

process by the development of personal 

and inter-personal skills (autonomy, 

self-confidence, communication and 



collaboration with others) and personal 

attitudes.

Organisations need to develop specific 

actions in order to access and provide 

International Voluntary Service oppor-

tunities to people from this target 

group. The Changing Perspectives pro-

ject was an opportunity to give the 

means to partner organisations to offer 

untypical projects to people from the 

target group.

With the will to overcome obstacles that 

prevent some groups from taking part in 

International Voluntary Service as a 

basis, the partner organisations wanted 

to orient the Changing Perspective pro-

ject towards people who they consid-

ered would live a signifi cant “impact” 

through participating in International 

Voluntary Service.

THE DIFFICULTIES 
— The defi nition of “Youth with fewer oppor-

tunities” is different in Latin America than 

in Europe. Economical criteria leads too 

easily to the comparison of people’s earning 

and that cannot be taken in consideration 

on its own.

— Negative prejudice on a person’s abili-

ty to take part in such projects are very 

hard to overcome. Being a volunteer on 

International Voluntary Service is very far 

away from one’s usual lifestyle this may 

lead to a reluctance to get involved. The 

potential participants need to be con-

vinced they can do it.

— The target group generally have few 

experiences in meeting people from oth-

er environments, they may lack self confi -

dence in using foreign languages or alter-

native communication skills. In general a 

lack of self confi dence is a very important 

obstacle that can be illustrated in many 

situations : travelling, cooking, encoun-

ters with others....The target group needs 

to be supported in order to have a chance 

to overcome these diffi culties and to even-

tually give the best they can with less 

fear.

— This experience of meeting others is 

also an obstacle when the main aim of 

the project is to meet different people. 

Having to face for the fi rst time such 

diversity is an important issue for volun-

teers living in very remote areas or com-

ing from minority groups, as well as 

those coming from big city suburbs 

where young people tend to stay contin-

uously in the same living area, meeting 

up with the same people all the time.

— Economical diffi culties may stop vol-

unteers taking part in a project due to 

monetary diffi culties, besides the cost of 

arriving to the project, the inscription 

fee and at times participation fee, there 

is also the need for specifi c travel equip-

ment such as a travel bag, suitcase, 

sleeping bag, raincoat etc...

OUTCOMES
— The main strong point is that 17 peo-

ple from diffi cult social backgrounds 

have taken part in International Voluntary 

Service during the project. To do so, they 

had to overcome cultural boundaries and 

material obstacles. They had to build a 

trust relationship with the sending offi cer 

from their local organisations.

Finally they went abroad, for some of 

them it was the first time they left their 

country but for all of them it was their 

first intercontinental voluntary experi-

ence. Once back home they mainly had 

a feeling of an important personal 

achievement. 

The partners involved in this project 

now feel more able and have more 

experience to work with “youth in diffi-

culty”. This experience reinforced their 

will to offer more opportunities to peo-

ple with difficult backgrounds and 

helped to develop skills and good prac-

tices to support future volontary service 

experiences of this target group.
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  To be able to go deeper 
in the concept of impact, several 
questions were tackled :
- What is Impact ?
- To whom / To what ?
- What / Which kind of Impact ?
-  How to ensure a positive impact 

and how to improve it ?

- How to measure it ?  

8 PROJECT

SPRING 2012 
LAGUÉPIE, FRANCE

The International Voluntary Service 

Organisations present in the seminar at 

Laguépie began a simultaneous pro-

cess; defining the methodology to cre-

ate the tools, deciding what impact is 

for us and identifying our needs in 

respect to this. 

The partners involved shared and com-

pared their evaluations tools. 

This with the input of our two experts led 

us to a clearer understanding of the differ-

ence between :

Evaluation/Outcome/Impact

DEFINITION OF IMPACT
When the time came to give our defi nition 

of impact in the context of International 

Voluntary Service Organisations, it was 

clear that the concept of “impact” gave 

way to a wide scope of perspectives.

“Impact is a change or an effect on 

individuals, collectives or environ-

ments in the short, medium and 

long term. This is produced by 

interaction between individuals, 

communities and environments in 

the context of International Volun-

tary Service actions. It could be per-

ceivable and as such could lead to 

social recognition or personal 

acknowledgement.“

This common defi nition gave us a wide 

choice of directions. Our next challenge 

was to narrow this range and to look at : 

Impact on Whom and What kind of 

impact

IMPACT ON WHOM
All partners involved in this project agree 

that IVS is a community project in their 

environment and involving individuals 

working in their environment. 

From these three key words we decided to 

look at impact on individuals. 

The impact IVS can have on the commu-

nity and on the environment is huge. 

However, the diversity of “communities” 

concerned by IVS and the effects IVS has 

on them and on their environment is so 

distinct that it was diffi cult to imagine a 

common way to look at it.

This project aimed to look at the impact 

IVS can have on young people in diffi cul-

ty. Each partner to some extent works 

with this target group and as such we 

needed to fi nd common ground between 

the different partners. This also proved to 

be quite diffi cult and our challenge was to 

International Voluntary Service Organisations are accustomed to running 
evaluation processes using various techniques and in many areas of activities. 
Analysis regarding the impact of IVS is however more rare.

A

lthough we can easily 

explain the utility of Inter-

national Voluntary Service 

we consider that there is a 

lack of strong evidence to 

back this up and to show the lasting 

effects of IVS. The key elements we were 

using to demonstrate the utility of IVS 

were often non-formal and standing on 

non-verified beliefs.

In addition to this, the formal defi nition of 

impact didn’t seem to fi t the specifi cities 

of International Voluntary Service Organ-

isations or that of the public we work with.

Thus we decided to implement a semi-

nar to reach a common understanding 

of what is impact, and how IVS organi-

sations would like to deal with it.

 of creation



 of creation

There were several points to be made about the learning 

approach and I would like to highlight some of the general 

characteristics of the seminar.

● Group dynamics - For making the group work together, and 

for everyone to feel comfortable raising their voice of doubt 

or critique in the room, it was important that a safe space for 

learning was created. This was made through giving space 

for  discussions. Also scheduling social activities gave inputs 

for the group to get to know each other.

● Non-formal methods – individuals learn in different ways 

– different formats were used – to suit every ones’ 

participation the seminar worked mixing group work, 

conference and presentations.

● Participatory and activation - Everyone were invited to 

participate and give their input during the week. There was 

a lot of group work. People were able to speak in their mother 

tongue, in Spanish and in English. There were two translators 

in the room at all times.

● Refl ection time – set in the afternoon – space created for 

giving each other feedback.

● Ownership – it was stated several times during the process 

that the outcome of the seminar depended on what we 

wanted out of it.

Without a focus on the group 

dynamics, making the partners feel safe in the space, they may 

not have been as open for meeting and discussing their point 

of views. Having a learning approach throughout the week 

surely facilitated the creation of the tool and speeded up the 

learning process. It created ownership of the process and it 

created a context, where the partners could get to know each 

other on a personal level.

Carina Brit Christensensen
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fi nd similarities on both sides of the Atlan-

tic to describe such a wide target group.

  – Volunteers with a diffi cult social back-

ground

  – Volunteers with economical problems

  – Volunteers forming part of minority 

groups (religion, language, culture, 

sexuality, migrant, family situation...)

  – Volunteers with educational problems 

(diffi cult access, lack of quality educa-

tion, exclusion,...)

  – Volunteers in a non-chosen unem-

ployed situation

  – Volunteers from isolated locations

Finally we also agreed that the volunteers 

should not have had a previous experi-

ence of IVS.

WHAT KIND OF IMPACT
Our methodology supported by the two 

experts Wojciech Sokolowski and Chris-

tina Brit Christensensen, was to design 

the questionnaire in a matrix. On one axe 

we placed the range of impact centred on 

the volunteer and on the second axe the 

elements we considered an IVS experi-

ence could affect.

The range of the impact centred 

on the volunteer

IVS creates new life experiences for young 

people, these experiences are part of a per-

sonal growth process. This development 

The diffi culty in the making of a tool that will be used in many different contexts is 

the possibility of random results. This emphasizes the point of developing a 

common ground of knowledge on how to work with the tool.

Using qualitative interviews as a part of the tools methodology, gives the 

interviewer a signifi cant role in the tool, as the interviewer becomes a part of the 

tool him or herself. Exactly, because an interview holds the possibility that the 

interviewer can be asked to answer to clarify a question put forth by an informant, 

knowing what to answer becomes important.

During the discussions of the different notions, we came to fi nd many of those 

answers, which qualifi es the interviewers in the different organisations, and most 

likely his/her explanation of the question will resemble the other partners.

The advantage of the tool is that it moves over large geographical distances. The 

disadvantage is that the tool relies on the interviewer from the partner organisations 

and his or her interviewing techniques. This was taken into consideration 

in the fi nal edition by adding careful instructions to the partner organisations 

on how to use the tool.

Carina Brit Christensensen
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can infl uence the way the young person is 

and how he/she interacts with others.

Together with the partners involved we 

considered three dimensions as concen-

tric circles around the young people :  

  – the personal development dimension

  – the interpersonal dimension

  – the social development dimension

The elements affected by IVS expe- 

rience

It is a shared belief that IVS is a unique 

occasion to develop “Skills and Abilities”. 

We identifi ed that IVS could affect the way 

young people may react in specifi c situa-

tions, this is what we called their “Atti-

tudes”. The partners also agreed that IVS 

could lead to the volunteers taking some 

decisions and making choices about their 

future, thus towards their “Perspectives”.

With these two axes as a basis we identi-

fi ed nine areas where we had to defi ne the 

elements which would be impacted by an 

IVS experience.

Supported by a non-formal educational 

workshop as “Dotmocraty”

1

 all the partners 

mixed their points of view to produce an 

agreement which allowed for us to over-

come the differences in situations between 

Europe and South America. 

1 “Dotmocraty is a method for recognizing points 

of agreement among a large number of people. The result is a 

graph-like visual representation of the group’s collective opinion”. 

www.dotmocracy.org

Dimensions/  
Categories Skills and Abilities Attitudes Perspectives/

Opportunities

Personal 
development

Autonomy

- Cooking, traveling, decisions, …

Encounter with oneself

- Discovery of skills, talents, needs

- Expression of feelings, needs,...

Personal confl ict management

- Manage frustration, adapt, 

fi nd alternatives

Self confi dence

Working habits

Adaptation

Will of having similar 

experiences

Development of alternative life 

perspectives

Interpersonal

Communication Skills :

- Capacity to express thoughts 

and feelings

- Avoiding agressive expressions

- Active listening

- New  ways of expression

Team work

- To be active and in place 

in a meeting

Group life abilities: 

- Confl ict management

- Taking initiatives

- Capacity to adapt, change habits

Solidarity and participation

- Proposing initiatives to friends, 

family,...

- Do actions out of self interest

- To be concerned about others

Interculturality, tolerance 

and respect

- Appreciating other cultures

- Avoid confl icting attitudes 

or positions

Flexibility

- Disposition and capacity 

to adapt to others needs 

or to circumstances. 

Will to discover new realities

Will to meet new people 

from different backgrounds

Will to learn and improve 

languages

Social 
development

Intercultural awareness

- Recognition of identity 

and cultural values

- Citizenship

Local participation

- Organisation of events

- Act in the local way

- Team work

- Speak and express in public

Participating : 

- In social events, ngo’s, 

institutions, political acts

Motivate other people

Change attitudes because 

of the topic of the camp

- Recycling, compost, etc.

Opening of new  connections 

and life perspectives

What/which kind of impact ?

Everyone kept to the rule of consensus through every step of building the design of 

the tool. Therefore the group did not move onto the next discussion, before a 

common agreement had been made on what to answer to each of the questions.

The fact that the whole group agreed to a consensus driven way of working, gave 

all partners’ voices equal importance and has the potential of giving everyone 

equal ownership of the process.

Carina Brit Christensensen



Part of the tools methodology was using qualitative interviewing techniques. This 

gives the interviewer a signifi cant role in the tool, as the interviewer becomes a 

part of the tool him or herself. Exactly, because an interview holds the possibility 

that the interviewer can be asked to answer to clarify a question put forth by an 

informant, knowing what to answer becomes important.

Due to the meeting and the discussions in Laquépie the partners had the 

possibility to know what to answer, in case a volunteer had questions to the tool. 

This qualifi ed the tool, because the ones who would be interviewers in the 

different organisations, most likely would his/her explanation of the question will 

resemble the other partners.

This was taken into consideration in the fi nal edition by adding careful 

instructions to the partner organisations on how to use the tool sent by email.

Carina Brit Christensensen
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HOW TO MEASURE IMPACT : 
CREATION OF THE TOOL

In order to defi ne how to measure impact 

we looked at the structure of IVS which 

involves a preparation and evaluation 

process.

We split the concept of “IVS experience” 

into three different moments :

BEFORE/DURING/AFTER
We decided to design the tools following 

this scale and to fi nd the appropriate tool 

that can be used for each moment. 

The partners also agreed that to support 

young people in diffi culty taking part in 

an IVS project it is important to have a 

“support person”. Moreover it would be 

the same person throughout the whole 

process, who would have experience or 

clear knowledge about the IVS environ-

ment.  

From this point we had a clear working 

plan :

For each moment : BEFORE, DURING, 

AFTER we had to identify or create the tool 

that allowed us to look at the three differ-

ent topics : SKILLS, ATTITUDES, PER-

SPECTIVES on the three levels : PERSON-

AL, INTERPERSONAL, SOCIAL. Those 

tools have to be implemented by a “sup-

port person”.

In the beginning of this fi rst seminar, we 

compiled the tools that were already 

being used to evaluate a volunteer’s 

experience in IVS. The tools contained 

interesting elements that could help us to 

measure if IVS infl uenced the identifi ed 

topics for the target group.

The experts helped the group to keep a 

technical vision toward the tools we were 

creating. 

They shared their experiences of ques-

tionnaires and presented the strong 

points of some practices and the weak-

ness of others. They also pointed out 

that the implementation of the question-

naire and collection of data needs to be 

simple. With their advice we manage to 

formulate understandable questions 

that lead to unambiguous answers.

The Before Questionnaire asks the vol-

unteers to “mark” their replies on a 1 to 5 

scale based on how they are feeling. The 

sentences are related to the persons 

“Skills”, “Attitudes”, and “Perspectives” 

on the “Personal”, “Interpersonal” and 

“Social” levels.

The role of the support person is :

  – To ensure that the volunteer fi lls in the 

questionnaire as honestly as possible

  – To establish a comfortable situation 

and a relationship based on trust

  – To ensure that this step is set into the 

global preparation process

  – To explain the whole process and its 

objectives to the volunteers

  – To read the form to the volunteer whilst 

ensuring the persons full understanding

  – To explain diffi cult words without 

rephrasing the question

  – To have a supportive attitude and not 

to question in a judgemental way

  – To remain available to support the vol-

unteer 

The support person also has their own 

questionnaire : The Before Mentor Tool, 

needs to be fi lled in when the volunteer 

has completed the Before Questionnaire. 

This tool is a list of open questions related 

to the same topics on the volunteer’s 

Before Questionnaire.



Based on these two documents the sup-

port person can identify any extra needs 

the volunteer may have.

To keep an eye on the volunteer’s feelings 

during the IVS, we created a Postcard so 

that the volunteer can write and send their 

feelings to their sending organisation. To 

avoid pinpointing the volunteer, the part-

ners decided to include all volunteers par-

ticipating on the same IVS in this step. 

This postcard asks the volunteers to 

answer to three questions :

  – What I’am doing ?

  – How am I feeling ?

  – What has changed ?

The postcards guidelines were written in 

French, English and Spanish to ensure a 

widespread use, once fi lled in they were 

copied in case of loss and sent to Solidar-

ités Jeunesses. This tool aimed to give the 

opportunity to the volunteers to express 

themselves about what they were living 

through IVS. Our aims were to collect 

short written messages to have a look at 

the volunteers’feelings regarding their 

experience. 

The collective fi nal evaluation at the end 

of the IVS had to be run as usual.

Once back home within 3 weeks the vol-

unteers fi lled in the After Questionnaire 

with the support person. The question-

naire is identical to the one fi lled in 

before the IVS and the support person 

has their own questionnaire, The After 

Mentor Tool to complete the process.

The whole process of impact measure-

ment is based on the comparison of the 

answers the volunteer gives in the before 

and after quetionnaires.

The implementation of the tool was 

carried out between spring and summer 

2012. The tools were used to measure the 

impact of IVS on twenty young volunteers.

All the data has been collected by Soli-

darités Jeunesses and was analysed 

before the evaluation seminar in Peru.

Evaluating the results was a very stimu-

lating challenge, as many dimensions of 

the process had to be analysed : how usa-

ble the tool was, the process for the 

organisations; how did it work and in 

which way it affected the volunteers par-

ticipating in the research; how trustwor-

thy the level of (technical) quality and 

reliability of the data gathered with the 

tool, what were the qualitative results of 

the research. After answering these ques-

tions, it was our task to defi ne, according 

to our degree of satisfaction, what should 

be changed and how, in order to have an 

effective and satisfactory tool to show the 

impact of IVS. This was our main task in 

the evaluation meeting in Lima.

AUTUMN 2012 
LIMA, PERU

The objective of this meeting was to look 

at the results of the questionnaire and to 

question the pertinence of the tools to 

measure impact on the items we had cho-

sen in Laguépie.

With the collaboration of Wojciech 

Sokolowski, we asked “questions about 

the questions”

  Is the meaning of the item clear ?

  ➢ Look for formulations, that are vague 

or allowing multiple interpretations

  ➢ Ask the questionnaire administrator 

if “RS” had diffi culties answering the 

items; did they ask for additional 

clarifi cations, take more time, or left 

items unanswered.

  Does the item describe a specifi c 

behaviour or attitude ?

  ➢ Look for items that do not clearly 

denote a particular behaviour e.g. 

“considering other people’s point of 

view ?” A more specifi c behaviour is 

“interrupting while other express 

their opinions” or “passing judge-

ment on other people’s”

  Is the specifi c behaviour or attitude 

described by the item clearly related 

to general abilities and attitudes of 

interest ?

  ➢ Is “cleaning one’s apartment” really 

indicative of autonomy ? Is “working 

by oneself” really a bad habit that 

need to be changed ? 

  ➢ Look for behaviour or attitudes that 

are gender- or culture- specifi c e.g. 

“standing one’s ground” may be a 

desirable behaviour in a male but not 

in a female

  Are there specifi c behaviours or 

attitudes that are not tackled by the 

items ?

  Is the general ability or attitude 

relevant for the program ? 

  ➢ Is it reasonable to expect a change 

as result of participation in the 

program ?

  ➢ Does the program include activities 

specifi cally targeting this ability or 

attitude ?

  ➢ Are there any barriers to change that 

are external to the program ?



The learning approach for building 

common ground seems to have good 

prospects for a sustainable strategy of 

working around documentation and 

evaluation. The planning of the project 

seems to follow David A. Kolb’s 

experiential learning cycle. First, theory is 

being processed (the seminar) then the 

partners have been working in practice 

getting concrete experiences (using the 

tool) and fi nally, the partners will refl ect on 

their experiences at the evaluation 

meeting in Lima, Peru in November 2012.

Following the idea of the learning cycle, 

the refl ections from the implementation 

of the project, can again be used in 

another project and this will enhance the 

learning potential of the individual 

partners. I therefore recommend using 

the project as a try-out and to invest in 

doing it a second time.

Carina Brit Christensensen

P 

assing the questionnaire through 

this examination gave us an indica-

tion of the questions that needed to 

be changed and how they have to be 

transformed. Following the seminar 

there was the requirement to shorten the ques-

tionnaire. Some questions ask non relevant 

points; but the category is relevant, so we need 

new questions with relevant items.

Concerning the missing questions and items, 

there was the refl ection that things that should 

be in the questionnaire do not appear; maybe 

because the question on some items did not 

refl ect what really happens on a workcamp. 

This situation required us to think about how 

we could implement IVS differently : what 

could be done to ensure the items are 

addressed during the IVS. Measuring the 

impact of IVS on young people with fewer 

opportunities could be seen as a unique 

chance to improve our IVS quality.

Some of the partners after the seminar had to 

work hard to have a fi nal tool which could be 

launched in the following months and years 

and which allows to clearly and reliably 

show the impact on the people who partici-

pate in IVS. 

Refl ections 
SOME QUESTIONS WERE MISSING ABOUT :

  – The knowledge of ones abilities

  – To fi nd solution to the personal problems

  – Creativity

 “A8. Where do you place yourself in relation to those statements“ 

  – To know and accept personal problems, strengths and weakness.

  – Critical thinking

  – To know people who can be trusted and ability of widening the circle

  – The ability to integrate in a group

 “B13. I feel I can integrate in a group“

SOME ITEMS WERE NOT QUESTIONED :
  – questions have to be added

        “D8. I prefer to work by myself than with others“

 “B5. I feel I can be a part of a team : to work, to play, to cooperate“

QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO SOME ITEMS NEED TO BE REVIEWED.
  – Take out the questions which are no good and keep the essential

        “H2. I do only what is important to me“

         “H3. I do things to please other people around me (family, friends, 

neighbors)“

  “B11. I like to propose group activities to other people such as outdoor 

activities, music, outings, sport,...“ 

  – Take out the repetitive and try to synthesise

SOME QUESTIONS WERE POSING PROBLEMS :
  – Some were too long

  – The phasing sometimes didn’t refl ect what we were looking for.

  – Some questions had to fi nd different relevant aspects to question the item 

         “A3 I feel I can manage a paper-work such as fi lling out an 

application for a job, unemployment assistance, school admission, 

loan, fi le a tax return“

        “A4. I feel I can manage my money“ 

         “A5. I feel I can communicate with institutions, such as taking 

a job interview, talking to local government offi cials or the police“

������ “A3. I feel able� and confi dent to deal with my professional life 

and institutional bureaucracy (administration, taxes, insurances,...)“

  – Some were too reiterative
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  Our next challenge is to communicate 
information about the tool, to measure 

the results and in parallel help the existing 
efforts in the movement to develop methodologies 

to measure the impact of IVS in different spheres 
(local communities, environment, the international 

community, etc.).  

Refl ections 
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DEFINITION 
AND KEY 
ELEMENTS/ 
WORDS

Impact is a change 

or an effect on 

individuals, 

collectives or 

environments in the 

short, medium and 

long term. This is 

produced by 

interaction between 

individuals, 

communities and 

environments in the 

context of 

International 

Voluntary Service 

actions. It could be 

perceivable and as 

such could lead to 

social recognition or 

personal 

acknowledgment

Categories: 

Scopes

Individual

Specifi c impact on...

Volunteer

Volunteer’s close 

circle (family, friends)

Benefi ciaries

Project 

focuses 

on...

Volunteer

“People with special 

needs/

With diffi cult social 

background”

Economical problems

“Minority groups: 

Gender, origin, 

culture religion, 

language, sexuality, 

single parents”

“Educational 

problems

diffi cult access,lack of 

quality, exclusion”

Unemployment 

(unvoluntary)

Geographic Isolation

COMMUNITIES/
ENVIRONMENTS

Micro

Local Communities

Organisations

Local/Regional 

Institutions

Macro

Civil Society

Environment

IVS networks and 

Other volunteering 

orgs

Public institutions

Environment

Long-term Vison 

Macro-Scope : world 

Economy, 

Environment, 

Mankind, civil 

society

DIMENSIONS 
CATEGORIES

SKILLS 
AND ABILITIES

ATTITUDES PERSPECTIVES/
OPPORTUNITIES

Personal 

development...

©©©“Autonomy

- cooking, travelling, 

decisions, …

Encounter with 

oneself

- Discovery of skills, 

talents, needs

- Expression of 

feelings, needs,

Personal confl ict 

management

- Manage frustration, 

adapt, fi nd 

alternatives”

“Self confi dence

Working habits

Adaptation”

“Will of having 

similar experiences

Development of 

alternative life 

perspectives”

Interpersonal

“Communication 

Skills :

- Capacity to express 

thoughts and feelings

- Avoiding agressive 

expressions

- Active listening

- New  ways of 

expression

Team work

- To be active and in 

place in a meeting

Group life abilities : 

- Confl ict 

management

- Taking initiatives

- Capacity to adapt, 

change habits”

“Solidarity and 

participation

- Proposing initiatives 

to friends, family,...

- Do actions out of 

self interest

- To be concerned 

about others

Interculturality, 

tolerance and respect

- Appreciating other 

cultures

- Avoid confl icting 

attitudes or positions

Flexibility

- Disposition and 

capacity to adapt to 

others needs or to 

circumstances” 

“Will to discover new 

realities

Will to meet new 

people from different 

backgrounds

Will to learn and 

improve languages”

Social 

development

“Intercultural 

awareness

- Recognition of 

identity and cultural 

values

Citizenship

Local participation

- Organisation of 

events

- Act in the local way

- Team work

- Speak and express 

in public”

“Participating :

- in social events, 

NGOs, institutions, 

political acts

Motivate other 

people

Change attitudes 

because of the topic 

of the camp

- Recycling, compost, 

etc.”

Opening of new 

connections and life 

perspectives

What/Which kind of impact ?To whom/To what 
(is impact)

What 
is Impact 
(in IVS)
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How to measure it ?

“Common tools 

for every phase

- The 

questionnaire

- The interview

- The reference 

person

Some 

recomendations 

on how to use 

each tool in 

every phase will 

be provided”

Specifi c tool 

for the period

BEFORE THE PROJECT

TOOL COMMENTS

“Questionnaire : 

Pre-departure 

Form”

“The participant 

will fi ll this in, with 

help, if needed by 

the “reference 

person (this should 

be the same person 

before and after the 

camp)

This questionnaire 

also has some 

specifi c technical 

questions to help 

the organisation be 

prepared and fi nd a 

suitable project”

Interview/ 

Meeting

If possible, the 

questionnaire will be 

fi lled during the 

meeting or interview. 

This meeting is 

ideally to : get to 

know the person and 

develop common 

confi dence; make the 

questionnaire; get 

the participant 

prepared for the 

experience

Reference 

person

“It can be a mentor, 

an inclusion offi cer, 

or an appointed 

member of staff in 

the organisation 

(the same person 

before and after the 

camp)”

Pre-departure 

training

“Specifi c to the 

pre-departure. 

A small training on 

expectations, what 

is an IVS project 

and what will 

happen; what to 

bring, what to take 

in account, etc.”

DURING THE PROJECT

TOOL COMMENTS

Questionnaire : 

Decided not to 

make a specifi c 

follow up 

questionaire. 

During the camp, a 

questionnaire will 

NOT be fi lled in. It 

is irrelevant in 

terms of impact, 

and too much 

subject to 

emotional 

processes during 

the workcamp. 

We don’t want to 

pinpoint the person

Interview/ 

Meeting

“A mid-term 

evaluation will be 

done with the 

group, not 

specifi cally for the 

person concerned. 

If the volunteer is 

with a mentor, 

follow-up or 

meetings can be 

done to maintain 

support”

Reference 

person

Can be a mentor, 

the camp leader or  

staff member in the 

organisation

Diary : 

The postcards

“A space for the 

volunteer to express 

him/herself. 

The campleader will 

give postcards to 

everyone and 

suggest to write them 

based on their own 

experiences. They 

can take as many as 

they want; even one 

per day. At the end, 

the postcards will be 

collected by the 

campleader. And 

afterwards, given to 

the organisation, for 

the project. (the 

postcards can be 

eponymous or 

anonymous)”

AFTER THE PROJECT

TOOL COMMENTS

“Questionnaire :

Evaluation”

“The questionnaire 

will be fi lled in ideally 

during the meeting, 

individually, with 

support by the 

reference person if 

needed. 

Afterwards, the 

participant and the 

ref.person can 

comment on the 

evaluation, the ref. 

person can take notes 

afterwards (this 

should be fi lled in 

max. 2 weeks after the 

end of the project) “

Interview/ 

Meeting

“The interview will 

be to : 

a) Meet again, 

analyse and evaluate 

together about the 

experience

b) Fill in the 

evaluation and 

comment on it

c) Talk about possible 

new experiences

Collect boarding 

passes, etc.”

Reference 

person

“It can be a mentor, 

an inclusion offi cer, 

or an appointed 

member of staff in 

the organisation 

(the same person 

before and after the 

camp)”

Invitation 

to new 

activities; 

post-camp 

events

The participant can 

be invited to 

activities of the 

organisation, to 

follow up his/her 

participation



A

n international workcamp is 

a short-term voluntary pro-

gramme, lasting usually 

between 2 and 3 weeks, 

which brings together a 

temporary group of 10-20 international 

volunteers from different backgrounds, 

to carry out unskilled tasks that will 

bring an added-value to local commu-

nity projects.  

The work tasks vary widely from con-

struction, environmental, cultural and 

social projects, such as conservation and 

promotion of natural and cultural herit-

age sites, renovation of historical monu-

ments, development of cultural events 

and festivals, archaeological work, and 

social projects involving children, fami-

lies, the elderly, refugees and people 

with special needs. 

The practical work is 

only part of the main 

objective, as the work-

camp is also an impor-

tant tool and method to 

promote : intercultural 

understanding and 

friendship, cooperation 

between the volunteers 

and with the local commu-

nity, personal develop-

ment, autonomy, active 

participation and citizen-

ship of each participant. It is a learn-

ing by doing process based on Non 

Formal Education.

Workcamps are open to any partici-

pants no matter of the age, gender, 

nationality but in the case of this pro-

ject, we specifically focused on inter-

national workcamps with participants 

of 18 years old minimum.

“Aims of international workcamps are :

  – promoting peace and a better under-

standing in the world;

  – promoting solidarity;

  – promoting active participation;

  – a non-formal education tool;

  – contributing to active citizenship and 

participation in decision-making.”

1

INTERNATIONAL WORKCAMPS 
PROMOTE (AND THEREFORE, 

CREATE AN IMPACT ON) :
Autonomy : facing, sometimes for the 

first time, situations like traveling alone 

to reach the project, in a different coun-

try, far away from their family and their 

own country, and taking part in daily 

life activities such as cooking and 

cleaning. The volunteers experiment 

and improve autonomy skills;

Self-awareness and self-acceptance : 

by interacting with people with different 

 workcamp
How the implementation of a workcamp can strengthen the impact ?

WHAT IS AN INTERNATIONAL 
WORKCAMP ?

- Projects of general interest

- A group of around 15 people working and living 
a collective life for 2 or 3 weeks

- A technical and pedagogical team 
to support the volunteers

- The opportunity for intercultural and international 
experiences

- A concrete action of local development : 
enhancement  of local heritage, preservation of the environment, 

cultural animation

- An educational and participatory process

- A learning process : traditional techniques 
for local heritage, environmental and cultural practices, 

discovery of professions

- Informal moments between local people, volunteers 
and local elected representatives
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backgrounds, cultures and expe-

riences and facing new situa-

tions, it allows the participants of 

a workcamp comparing with their 

own habits, culture, experiences and 

discovering some details that they 

didn’t clearly know before about them-

selves (ex. how to react towards others, 

what they are/aren’t good in, what they 

like/don’t like, stereotypes...);

Adaptation in a new context/reali-

ty : facing new situations and experi-

ences the volunteers learn how to to 

adapt their way of life/action;   

Responsibility and active participa-

tion : in a workcamp there is one or 

more coordinators acting as co-ordina-

tors. Usually they are volunteers them-

selves who facilitate the coordination of 

the group, the contact with local organ-

isation and community, the integration 

and the active participation of each vol-

unteer. However, group dynamics 

depends on the full participation of 

each volunteer as so it is the responsi-

bility of the whole group to ensure the 

project’s success. In workcamps the ini-

tiative of the volunteers is crucial and 

volunteers are expected to propose 

their own ideas and participate actively 

in the planning and implementation of 

shared tasks (working 

tasks and daily life activi-

ties, free time activities,…);

Community life : the workcamp is 

an intensive experience of group life, 

so it helps the participants to develop 

interpersonal skills such as : tolerance 

and respect towards different ways of 

thinking, living and acting; flexibility 

and conflict management; collabora-

tion, …;

Intercultural learning : the participa-

tion of a wide range of nationalities in 

the same workcamp (usually no more 

than 2 persons from the same country) 

foments an intensive intercultural exchan- 

ge, for the volunteers and for the local 

community as well;

Communication skills : a workcamp 

allows the participants to recognise 

the importance of expressing their 

feelings and needs, to 

improve the way they do this 

and their language skills, as 

vehicular language is usually Eng-

lish.  At the same time they can also 

acquire some local language skills in 

order to communicate with local com-

munity;

Working habits : the involvement and 

commitment of the participants in a vol-

unteering project toments the recogni-

tion of the importance of the nature of 

the work itself (not just for the salary/

money/material reward also) and of the 

values and goals of it. They also learn to 

work in a group, in a team, and to be 

responsible for their tasks.

1 Extract from CCIVS’s White Paper on Internatlonal 

Voluntary Service  from the project “Global Strategies for Global 

Challenges” p.14
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The questionnaire implemented during 

the project enabled to defi ne which ele-

ments in a workcamp could strengthen 

the impact on volunteers. We believe that 

the participation in a workcamp causes 

changes in several elements quoted 

above. That is why this project also 

focused on how to better implement a 

workcamp in order to have a bigger 

impact on volunteers.  

Essential elements to implement a work-

camp and proposals to improve the 

impact on the volunteer

Identifi cation of the needs of the stakeholders 

involved : local communities, sending/hosting/

coordinator organizations, volunteers.

Planning

Communication and placement

- Information on project : HO* send to SO info 

about the nature of the project : objectives, 

sense, health and safety, profi le of volunteers, 

balance work and free time, logistic,…

- Selection of the volunteers by SO and HO/

CO

- Information on volunteers : SO send to HO 

application and detailed information on 

volunteers 

Training of :  the volunteers to send by SO, 

the local partner of workcamp by HO the 

campleaders by HO

Cooperation with local partner, HO and 

camp leader and fl uent I regular 

communication between all the stakeholders 

Evaluations with all stakeholders involved: 

local partners, volunteers, camp leader, 

community and sending organizations

Dissemination and visibility of the 

experience of the volunteers

Follow up of :

- commitment of the volunteers 

- collaboration between SO and HO

- collaboration between HO and local partners

Welcome and orientation of the volunteers 

Monitoring 

Evaluation 

Media coverage

ESSENTIAL 

ELEMENTS

ESSENTIAL 

ELEMENTS

ESSENTIAL 

ELEMENTS

BEFORE

DURING

AFTER

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3
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* HO = hosting organization; SO = sending organization; CO = coordinator organization; WC = workcamp

- Identifi cation of needs :  HO*/CO interview the local partners 

to identify and take into consideration needs and feasibility to guarantee 

a good quality project and benefi ts for all the actors involved 

- Good logistical planning : technical conditions,  number and profi le 

of vols (local and international),activities, timing to achieve the completion 

of the task, roles, confl ict management,…  by HO/CO

- HO/CO encourages the participation of local young people : allowing 

lower fees or for free participation; Latin-American orgs organize summer 

WC in dec/jan

- Training of camp leaders : giving them the information of the 

participants; including confl ict resolution and impact issues in their training; 

using the questionnaire to talk about the different topics it and what’s 

expected in terms of objectives from the volunteer. 

- Use the info of the application forms and questionnaires to identify needs 

and interests of the volunteers and stress to the WC leaders to promote 

initiative and active participation of the volunteers, creating a space to give 

concrete responsibilities to ALL the volunteers in terms proposing activities. 

Taking into account fi nal evaluation forms/feedback (written and oral) from 

local partner, the community, the volunteer,  the campleader 

-

> Analysing 

and sharing evaluations between SO and HO, and  take immediate 

implementation. 

Dissemination and visibility of the experience of the volunteers : ex.  take their 

comments and create a virtual postcard for the website  

-

> by HO/CO/SO

- Follow up of the volunteers : 

Use the questionnaire to identify the volunteers achievements  and interests 

in order to offer things to do afterwards and support their commitment : other 

opportunities of volunteering in local and international context, to become 

mentors to future volunteer-advice-active role etc…  by SO

Organise a post camp event to give them: a space to give visibility to their 

experience, to meet and share ideas with other vols, to offer them new 

opportunities,…

- On-arrival orientation workshop : clear explanation of rules, program, 

objectives and activities; introduction to the country: language, culture, style 

of life; information on HO and local org; group dynamics, games; outing 

to get to know the area,… 

-

> by HO/CO

- Visit to the project, support and regular contact with camp leader 

-

> by HO/CO

-  Regular evaluation made (almost every day)  by camp leaders with 

the group, to identify diffi culties and implement  improvements

- Selection respecting balance (gender, nationality,…) to guarantee 

interculturality 

-

> by HO/CO

- Info on volunteers : use and share the info on volunteers, detailed info and forms 

for young people with fewer opportunities or special needs 

-

> SO to HO/CO

P R O P O S A L
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Volunteers that took 
part in the “Changing 
perspectives projects : 
measuring and 
showing the impact of 
volunteering” project were 
hosted in the workcamps 
described below, 
implemented by all 
partner organisations.

BVBP, PERU
REBUILDING OF THE CHAN CHAN 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ZONE
The project will be developped in the 

archaeological zone of Chan Chan, rec-

ognised by the UNESCO as a World Her-

itage and World Heritage in Danger site 

since November 1986. During the project 

volunteers will focus on three specifi c 

actions: Conservation, Protection and 

Defence and Education.

- CONSERVATION :

Within the process of conservation work, 

volunteers will help archaeologists and 

workers to restore and clean the walls 

which have been destroyed by time. They 

will make bricks for the reconstruction of 

the destroyed walls respecting the proce-

dure using ancestral materials.

- DEFENSE AND PROTECTION :

Cleaning and removal of rubbish 

dumps, protection of wooded places, 

and awareness raising about keeping 

the historic centre clean.

- EDUCATION :

Educational programs will be developed 

with conservation action, advocacy and 

protection of heritage.

Awareness campaigns will be 

conducted through : arts, draw-

ing contests, festivals and tours to 

the archaeological site involving 

the general public and various 

stakeholders

COCAT, SPAIN
RURAL DEVELOPMENT, 
AFTER THE FIRE
After the devastating fi re in Central 

Catalonia and Solsonès in 1998, 

great damage was caused. This 

social and environmental project 

was created in order to restore the 

area affected by the fi re and to spread 

awareness on care of the local envi-

ronment. The camp takes places in 

Pinós, and it involves physical tasks as 

well as the the Summer activities with 

the childern of Ardèvol, participation 

in the popular diner and discovering 

activities so that participants under-

stand the reality of rural life. Partici-

pants will work on the salt route (renova-

tion and signposting of an ancient path 

used to carry salt from the mine), under-

take activities with the children of 

Ardèvol, participate in the multicultural 

popular diner and share time with young 

catalans.

ESTYES, ESTONIA 
JARVAMAA CAMP     
Jarvamaa - Jarva County lies in the very 

centre of Estonia. The most important aim 

of the camp is to introduce multicultural-

ism and offer Intercultural exchange to 

local young people in this rural area, who 

will be involved in the project. 

The work includes 

- Landscaping, clearing and tidying up of 

green areas and objects of local impor-

tance in villages and towns of Jarvamaa 

County. 

- Taking care of an old historical cemetery. 

- Working in and around the local pastorate. 

Work is mainly physical and outdoors. 

Local young people will be joining inter-

national volunteers for work and leisure. 

FUNDACION CHIRIBOGA
ECUADOR
The workcamp will take place in the 

Reserve of the Proyecto Chiriboga.  The 

activities are part of the inventory of the for-

est of the Reserve. The fi rst week of the 

workcamp, the volunteers will spend a 

week in the Reserve, where they will meas-

ure the thickness and diameter of the trees.  

They will also assign numbers to each tree 

by placing numbered plaques on their 

trunks or by writing the numbers with red 

paint. With the assistance and direction of 

the students of the Forestal Faculty of the 

Universidad del Sur de Manabí, the volun-

teers will be divided in groups to do these  

 
on workcamps



activities with the assistance of a Forestall 

Technician. 

Proyecto Chiriboga is a natural Reserve 

registered with the Department of the 

Environment. 

The Volunteers will travel to Jipijapa to 

teach English Language to the students.

JAVVA, BELGIUM
CEMÔME – HOLIDAY CAMP
CEMôme is a non-profi t organisation cre-

ated in 2008. This non formal educational 

centre develops after-school activities for 

children from socially disadvantaged 

backgrounds. The objectives are to sup-

port children in their educational devel-

opment during their free time activities 

and to help the parents to get more time 

for themselves.

All the year round, CEMôme organises 

activities in child care centres, during 

lunch breaks, workshops on Wednesday 

afternoons, a homework centre, play-

grounds, holiday camps, educational 

trips etc...

Volunteers will :

• Help to organise a summer camp for 

50 children aged from 6 to 12 who 

come from socially disadvantaged 

backgrounds

• Prepare meals for the group

• Propose activities together with the 

social workers leading the camp 

NATATÉ, MEXICO
ÁNGELES DE AMOR
The Angels of Love Association was 

created in 2005 to support youth 

and adults with disabilities. The 

organisation’s activities are to pro-

mote coexistence and to integrate 

adults with disabilities into society, 

enabling them to develop skills 

that integrate them into formal employ-

ment, developing their skills through 

workshops and classes to expand their 

educational horizons.

Volunteers will help with;

• Support workshops

• Support the farm; poultry care, 

planting and harvesting vegetables.

• Support in physical therapies.

• Recreation and sports.

• Organise outings to parks, museums, 

zoos and so on.

• Support for dissemination and commu-

nication (development of websites, 

blogs, videos).

RED TINKU, BOLIVIA
ART AND CULTURE IN THE STREET 
AND THE PLAZA
The work that will be conducted by volun-

teers consists to promote the Festival and 

International Art and Popular Culture in 

the city of Cochabamba. Volunteers will 

collaborate in logistics, organization, com-

munication and general support for the 

event. They will promote the Cultural Festi-

val a few days before the start of the festi-

val. It is planned to carry out cultural, edu-

cational activities and entertainment to 

children and young people in streets and 

alleys of the neighborhoods of Cochabam-

ba and Quillacollo which will host the 

Feast of Urkupiña.

SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES 
CITRUS, FRANCE
RÉALVILLE
The medieval village of Realville is located 

at the end of the hills of Quercy and run-

ning alongside the Aveyron. This summer, 

volunteers will express their creativity 

around the organisation of the surround-

ings of the municipal hall. They will repaint 

the inside of the hall and restore the panel-

ling. They will be  led by several elected rep-

resentatives of the village and by municipal 

employees which are all very motivated. 

The local population will also, from time to 

time, join the workcamp in order to work 

together and to create a true Intercultural 

exchange. Free time and week ends include 

going to local festivities, hiking on the sev-

eral paths around the village and tasting the 

local food at the farm or in the markets.

SUBIR AL SUR, ARGENTINE
SUBIR CON OCAMPO
The volunteers will restore a community 

soup kitchen in one of the most vulnera-

ble zones of Villa Ocampo, Argentina, 

they will paint the building, create a 

mural and develop activities with chil-

dren. The volunteers will also develop 

activities related to the human rights 

theme of the workcamp. Local young peo-

ple will join in the activities each day 

which will reinforce the intercultural 

exchange
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Results 

I

n the frame of a youth project, with 

the participation of young people 

with a diffi cult social background, a 

variety of complementary fi elds 

were tackled : networking, collective 

learning, community work, volunteering... 

This is why the range of results obtained 

has been fairly extensive: the development 

of networking among European and Latin 

American IVS organisations; a common 

model of understanding of the potential 

impact of volunteering among these 

organisations; a tool and a system that 

allows to measure that impact; and some 

inspiring results or fi gures from the fi rst 

trials of the tool. 

Regarding the development of net-

working, we would like to underline the 

fact that “Changing Perspectives” was 

not only a remarkable step towards a 

closer cooperation between European 

and Latin American organisations, or 

an interesting opportunity for Ameri-

can organisations to develop their 

own regional cooperation, but also 

an opportunity to promote the work 

on social inclusion through interna-

tional voluntary service in America 

and in Europe. 

The second important feature to be 

underlined is the fact that organisations 

from both continents worked together to 

build a model to assess and interpret the 

impact of IVS, which went from the defi -

nition of impact to the personal dimen-

sions in which people who volunteer are 

impacted.  This model is summarised in 

what we have been calling “the map of 

impact” during the whole project. Such 

a model - that starts from a macroscopic 

analysis (political, social, community 

and environmental dimensions), defi nes 

afterwards the target,  and fi nally goes to 

the details of each competence that 

might be impacted through 

volunteering - , was built as our collec-

tive preliminary hypothesis, and is still 

an interesting theoretical tool that can 

be used as a reference to understand the 

impact of volunteering.  A next possible 

step would be to complement this per-

sonal approach with an in-depth analy-

sis of other social, environmental, and 

community dimensions. 

Finally we obtained the awaited outcome 

of this project, the tool that may allow us 

to measure the impact of volunteering in 

young people who become involved in 

an IVS project. The whole project has 

been an evolution and a learning process 

on how to build such a tool. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that we are focusing 

more on the completion and the potential 

of the tool itself than on the results offered 

by the fi rst trials of this preliminary instru-

ment. 

The testing of the tool allowed us to study 

the results, the weaknesses and strengths 

of the tool in Lima. Our analysis focused 

on what should be improved in the tool, 

rather than on the data and fi gures result-

ing from that test. Nevertheless, those fi g-

ures helped us to check some of the chal-

lenges to be faced and to correct them in 

our measuring instrument. 

Changing Perspectives... 
has been quite 
an ambitious project. 



Among the relevant features of 

the tool it is important to mention 

that it is the product of the coop-

eration of experts in volunteering 

(all representatives of IVS organisa-

tions present in this project) and 

experts on research (the invited 

experts on impact). It was not an 

easy task to fulfi l all criteria from all 

parties involved; however, this pro-

vided a profound learning experi-

ence and allowed us to raise a lot of 

questions which we tried to answer 

with the new design of the tool. As a 

result, we expect that the fi nal version 

of the tool will show a shared under-

standing of the effects and methodolo-

gies of international voluntary service, 

together with the correct and effi cient 

construction of the tool from a scientifi c 

research point of view.

In a remarkable contribution to the pro-

cess, Professor Sokolowski identifi ed 

some of the challenges that the fi rst ver-

sion of the tool brought into evidence, 

from a scientifi c research point of view 

(you can read these analysis in page 36). 

These challenges often coincide with the 

group analysis in Lima, nevertheless, on 

some points, we believe there is a differ-

ence in understanding of some of the top-

ics or dimensions analysed. All of the sug-

gestions were taken into account in order 

to have a correct and effective fi nal ver-

sion of the measurement tool.  

Among the fundamental improvements in 

the tool after the evaluation we may men-

tion here that it is now : shorter, with less 

questions (therefore easier to manage by 

mentors and respondents); with new 

approaches to some of the items (in order 

to refl ect what can be truly expected from 

a workcamp or an IVS experience); it clari-

fi es some questions by referring to specifi c 

situations, or by the vignette technique. 

A commonn agreement on the test prac-

tice is that the sample was too short to 

offer signifi cant and reliable results in 

most of the cases, particularly to be able 

to count for a specifi c impact for each 

question. 

Nonetheless, we may be able to indicate 

some very general fi gures. For example, 

in each category of the questionnaire (as 

it was initially organised), always around 

a 50% of the participants experienced an 

impact, a change in their perceptions, 

skills or abilities. The average change was 

mostly between the 15% and the 20% from 

their starting points. Finally, the self-per-

ception of impact and the degree of satis-

faction by the volunteers who participat-

ed is extremely high (all participants 

answered between 4 and 5 where 5 was 

the maximum in a scale 1-5).  This refl ects 

at least how the volunteers consider that 

such experience has been important in 

their life or development.  

Of course, these somehow inspiring but 

very general fi gures do not provide the 

complete image of what we are aiming to 

measure with the tool. This will be possi-

ble only after we test the fi nal version – 

which we present here in this publication. 

It will be at that moment that we will we 

be able to give some clear replies as to 

how far the personal, interpersonal and 

social dimensions of a person are impact-

ed by IVS, according to their skills, their 

attitudes and their life perspectives.  

Technically, the reliability of results will 

be assessed with a scientifi c analysis 

which will allow us to know which ques-

tions offer a higher reliability in statistical 

terms and thus we will be able to select 

specifi c scientifi c indicators for the meas-

urement and display of results. 

In terms of the sample, results will be 

much more signifi cant and representa-

tive due to the fact that the next step will 

be to use the tool with a wider and more 

representative group, of between 100 

and 300 volunteers and this will be the 

real basis to measure the impact of vol-

unteering in the people who participate 

in IVS projects.  
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  For example, in each category 
of the questionnaire (as it was initially organised), 
always around a 50% of the participants 
experienced an impact, a change in their 
perceptions, skills or abilities.  
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Questionnaires that came out from the fi rst 
seminar were implemented with volunteers 

that participated in international 
workcamps in Europe and America. 

Sample 
questionnaires 
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ALAN/22 YEARS OLD/BELGIUM

I 

arrived at the airport in Buenos Aires 

around 10 in the morning and I took 

a cab to go to Subir Al Sur’s offi ce. 

Whilst in the taxi, I could already see a 

complete change of scenery, despite a 

very European style, there is something 

fl agrant : rich and poor are separated : 

some very beautiful houses are next to 

others not even fi nished or a bit demol-

ished. The same for the huge build-

ings : some are brand new and others 

falling into ruin.

Once I arrived to Subir al Sur’s 

office, I met Flor, who was very wel-

coming and who explained every-

thing to me, including where the house 

of Los Mensajeros de la Paz was. I took 

the metro, found the house and there 

Lucas, who manages the house and its 

organisation, opened the door to me 

(Andrade 358, cerca de la estación del 

subte Carabobo en la Avenida Rivada-

via) and told me : “Buenos dias, eres 

Alan no ? And then : wow, what a 

relief !” I had found the house in this 

huge city where no one speaks French 

nor Catalan and very little English. I 

knew where I would sleep and eat.

Lucas gave me a visit of the house, 

which was beautiful and big, and 

showed me my room, named “Kenya” 

(all rooms have the name of a country). 

We went to visit the legendary area of 

“La Boca”. The city is so huge that it 

took us 1h30 to cross it from the center 

of Buenos Aires to the South East.

La Boca is a very typical area, well 

known for the Tango sessions and all its 

coloured houses. Beautiful ! By the way, 

I took my fi rst tango class.

Then, all volunteers cooked, ate 

and spent the evening together, it was 

great !

The fact of sharing our cultures was 

indescribable ! This is the reason why I 

want to go back, for the people I met the-

re, everyone is so nice and motivated : we 

were all coming from the other end of the 

world to give the best of ourselves and 

learn Spanish : in a word : GREAT !

To summarize :

It was so incredible that I cannot describe 

it. But I recommend everyone to do a 

voluntary project because it makes 

people grow up. It was another world !

MARIO/23 YEARS OLD/MEXICO

W   

hen I arrived, one day before 

the start of the workcamp, I had 

a very warm welcome by the 

coordinator of the workcamp. We went 

out the fi rst evening ! The next day, we 

waited for the other volunteers to arrive : 

a Japanese, a Spaniard, a German, a 

Cameroonian, an Italian and a Russian ! 

We all participated in group dynamic 

workshops to get to know each other bet-

ter and to exchange on our expectations 

of the workcamp. Altogether we built our 

planning and timetable for the work-

camp.

We all went together to the location of the 

workcamp, in Nismes, a pretty Belgium 

village, near the frontier with France. The 

workcamp took place in an old school in 

the village. This is where we organised 

the activities and where we were lodged.

Our contribution in the workcamp was 

according to the plan we created; we 

organised meals, activities and games 

activities with children. 

To be a volunteer was a beautiful experi-

ence to me : to share with my coworkers, 

children and coordinators, to learn their 

way of thinking, their culture was very 

of volunteers 



  Those experiences will stay 
in my memory : for the emotional 
part and for the adventure part. 
I hope people will have the chance 
to have such an experience in 
their lives, it is worth it !  

Dimitri/Javva/belgium
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enriching. Being able to give a 

testimony of my culture made part 

of the richness of this exchange in 

Belgium : a country with a great 

diversity in terms of nationalities, 

cultures and religions.

I liked this experience and I would 

like to continue it here in Mexico 

with Nataté. My participation in 

the workcamp was not only the 

fact of travelling but radically 

changed my way of thinking and 

seeing things. 

I liked the work with children a lot, and 

even though it was exhausting, I felt 

happy that we worked altogether. I think 

that I won’t forget the workcamp and I 

would like that other people can live this 

experience and that volunteering beco- 

mes more common in Mexico. I feel very 

happy to receive international volunteers 

on projects in my country.  

EDWIN/20 YEARS OLD/SPAIN

I 

remember that whilst I was running 

behind the kite, next to me little girls 

laughing, and then came back to me 

memories that I had buried inside me for 

a long time.

Hello ! I am Edwin Gabriel, the young 

man on the left in the picture. That day, I 

was tired, I was hungry (because of the 

change in the food from one country to 

another), and full of earth, but I felt the 

most lucky person in the world to live what 

I was living. This picture is the testimony 

of one of the best memories of my life. I 

was the most happy person on earth 

because I understood one thing : life 

should be a party when you know 

how to enjoy normal things from eve-

ryday life. There, I fel free from 

everything, of my problems, of my feelings 

and of the artifi cial side of life. It is as if I 

was in contact with another reality so 

authentic and different from my daily life. 

Even if it can seem exaggerated, it is a 

dream that came true. Every time I see this 

picture I have a smile on my face.

This experience was also for me the 

opportunity to go back to the continent 

where I was born. I found back my roots 

in Argentina and I found my past that 

was happy and sad. At the beginning, 

when I arrived to the airport, I cried a lot 

and when I arrived on the workcamp, the 

place seemed very familiar to me.

I would like to thank Cocat, Subir al Sur 

and all the people that enabled me to live 

this experience! 

JULIETTE/23 YEARS OLD/FRANCE

T

his trip to Peru was the best 

and most enriching experience 

I have had. The 

work that I did there 

allowed me to put my 

life in France, into 

perspective. It would 

take a million years to 

rebuild Chan Chan, the 

site where we were vol-

unteers. Yet, some peo-

ple will work there all 

their life, in full sunlight 

and are underpaid and 

they will never see the 

result. I have also met 

some extraordinary peo-

ple, like these four sis-

ters living somewhere 

in the Andes, or those 

children who walk three 

hours to go to school. 

Despite the lack of material resources all 

around us, I had never met such happy 

and welcoming people in France, as I 

did in Peru. The work camp had an 

extraordinary historical interest and I 

was lucky to tackle some tasks I will 

probably never tackle anymore. The 

people in my group with whom I shared 

daily life came from all over the world, 

which was in itself fascinating. It opened 

my mind to different cultures and I think 

that today I am more tolerant. In short, 

all the conditions for this trip were per-

fect because beyond volunteer work, I’m 

aware that I went to the other side of the 

Pacifi c, in a great group, lived only a few 

meters away from the ocean, and came 

meet a culture and hospitable people, 

who indeed deserve their welcoming 

reputation.

At the end, I only remember the beauty, 

strong enthusiasm and magic.

Photo : Alan Hermans
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The postcards were created during 
the fi rst seminar and were used by 
the volunteers during their voluntary projects, 
to keep trace of their feelings and 
impressions.

Postcards
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T

he main action in the next 

months is to involve more IVS 

organisations  permitting a new 

survey to be run including 

between 100 and 300 volun-

teers with the use of the improved ques-

tionnaire tool designed thanks to this 

pilot project. This new phase will allow to 

shift the focus of the project from the tool 

itself to the actual results. In addition to 

this, other actions, such as the imple-

mentation of an online tool, a database 

which will allow to process the data 

gathered from the survey and a publica-

tion of the fi nal results of the survey, 

communicating the assessed impact of 

volunteering, will be developed. 

These follow up actions will require the 

putting into practice of what we have 

learnt during the process and to consid-

er key elements, mainly regarding tools 

and stakeholders. Such considerations 

(a simplifi ed measuring tool, widening 

the scope, etc.) are the result of the com-

mon work by IVS professionals and 

impact experts during the whole pro-

ject. The questionnaires which resulted 

from this process would be used during 

the IVS projects in 2013 and further 

down the line by the participant organ-

isations. For the time being the geo-

graphical scope will remain the same 

(Europe and America), yet there is a  

great interest to consider whether – 

and how – this research can be 

extended to other regions.

Besides these actions, which are a log-

ical and much-needed continuation of 

the work carried out until now, other 

Next steps
and 
The process developed during the Changing perspectives : 
measuring and showing the impact of volunteering combined theoretical 
and practical actions. The evaluation of these actions has led us 
to defi ne a framework for the continuation of our work in order to measure 
and to communicate the impact of volunteering.  



strategic steps are needed to be made. 

Among the most important, we highlight 

the need to merge our strategies with rele-

vant stakeholders, especially international 

networks, such as the Coordinating Com-

mittee for International Voluntary Service 

and the Alliance of European Voluntary 

Service Organisations, which have also 

implemented initiatives regarding impact 

and with which it will be extremely posi-

tive to cooperate in the development of 

common tools, surveys and communica-

tions.

 

Changing perspectives : measuring 

and showing the impact of volunteer-

ing is a unique and complex project 

which follow up invites us to consider sev-

eral perspectives in order to assure the 

project continuation and to ensure suc-

cessful research for the future. 

Scope : There is a need to amplify our 

stakeholder’s network – from internation-

al networks, to regional partners – aiming 

at the inclusion of new IVS organisations 

as well as to further develop networking 

with institutions. 

Target group : Face the challenges of 

new target groups and adapt the tool for 

this purpose; study the possibility of wid-

ening the regional scope of the research 

and of incorporating new approaches 

that allow to measure impact in commu-

nities, in environment, in society. 

Organisational aspects : The key play-

ers in the second phase of the research 

will have to be defi ned strategically : net-

works, institutions, IVS organisations. 

Principles regarding methodology and 

involvement will have to be clear; in a 

way that will allow us to overcome the 

challenges of such an initiative (in terms 

of resources, involvement capacities, cul-

tural and group diversity, etc.) and which 

will lead to the projects positive and 

interesting success.  

Communication : The role of Informa-

tion and Communication Technology in 

the process and the development of a 

database and online tools. A communi-

cation strategy aiming to increase the 

readability and the visibility of the 

impact. 

The project still offers big challenges, 

especially since our aim is a wider imple-

mentation of the questionnaire and a real 

use of the results both for the organisa-

tions and for the volunteers. During this 

next phase there should be more organi-

sations and stakeholders involved and 

also more volunteers in order to achieve a 

comprehensive and representative re- 

search of the impact of IVS which would 

allow to IVS organisations to raise aware-

ness and better communicate about the 

value of IVS. 
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T

o count, or not to count ? That is the question that haunts 

many supporters and sponsors of volunteering world-

wide. This dilemma encapsulates a split between two 

opposing views on the measurement of volunteer 

capacity and evaluation of its effects, those in favor of 

the measuring and those opposed to it. 

The proponents of measuring, who include research institu-

tions, government agencies, and international organizations, 

such as the International Labour Organization or the Red Cross, 

civil society organizations,  and members of the volunteer com-

munity argue that volunteering is important and all important 

phenomena should be counted. It is important, because volun-

teering engage a signifi cant number people, estimated at 140 

million worldwide – who add a signifi cant economic value to 

national economies, estimated at over $400 billion USD. What 

is more volunteering provide signifi cant benefi ts to society and 

to the volunteers themselves. These benefi ts include jobs train-

ing and access to labor force, social and health services in 

impoverished areas of the world, services that cannot be pro-

vide by paid workers, such as mentoring and role model, 

enhancement of social solidarity and inclusion, and a sense of 

personal satisfaction, fulfi llment and wellbeing to volunteers 

themselves

1

. And since this important human and economic 

resources is missing from the national statistics, it tends to be 

misunderstood an ignored by economists and policy makers. 

What is not counted does not count. 

There is, however, a somewhat darker side of this view, one 

that is rooted in the hegemony of the business model and its 

incessant focus on the “bottom line” and delivery of tangible 

results. This “results orientation” pushes policy makers and 

funders of nonprofit organizations running volunteer pro-

grams to condition their financial support on implementing 

measures evaluating the effectiveness of these programs. 

Although the bona fide proponents of this approach stress its 

benefits for better utilization of scarce organizational resourc-

es and the fulfillment of the social mission of these 

1 International Labour Organization, Manual on the Measurement of Volunteer Work, Geneva, 

2011.

organizations

2

, the organizations themselves often view it as 

an “unfounded mandate” and bureaucratic requirement that 

strain their limited resources and diminish their service 

delivery capacity.

On the other end of the spectrum are those who oppose any meas-

urement volunteering at all. Their opposition is grounded in the 

view that quantifi cation necessarily involves dehumanization and 

commodifi cation which are the root causes of social inequality 

and even slavery

3

. Volunteering is an ultimate expression of 

human solidarity and altruism, their argument goes, and quanti-

fying it stripes it of its essential qualities, reducing it to commodi-

ty that can be sold and bought. This is the beginning of the slip-

pery slope leading to the “satanic mills” or sweatshops where 

paid jobs are replaced by unpaid work performed by “volunteers” 

with otherwise limited employment opportunity. Although there 

is little empirical evidence supporting this narrative, these views 

are espoused by those members of the volunteer community who 

view the specter of commodifi cation as a grave threat of the sense 

of their own fulfi llment, well-being and social solidarity that they 

obtained from their volunteer work. 

Although such views are voiced by a relatively small minority, 

their fears cannot be simply ignored and swept under the rug. 

According to the renowned French sociologist Michel Foucault 

knowledge often entails hidden power relations – as the ability to 

observe is backed by the power to subject people to observation 

and scientifi c procedure that may be harmful to them

4

. Surveiller 

et punir. It is the intuitive understanding of this connection 

between knowledge, power, and punishment or repression that 

lies at the root of this seemingly irrational resistance to measuring 

a phenomenon that in the modern culture represents an ultimate 

expression of human free will.

How, then can we overcome this dilemma of measurement and 

assessment ? Does knowledge always lead to the slippery slope of 

2 Mario Morino, Leap of Reason. Managing to Outcomes in an Era of Scarcity, 

Venture Philanthropy Partners, Washington, DC, 2011.

3 David Graber, Debt: the First 5,000 Years, Melville House Publishing, New York, 2011.

4 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison, Vintage, 1995; 

see also Stanley Milgram, Behavioral Study of Obedience, Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology. 

1963, Vol. 67, No. 4, 371-378

Why 
should we measure 
S. Wojciech Sokolowski, PhD
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, USA



unequal power relations, disciplining and repression ? One 

answer to this question can be found in the works of another 

French sociologist Alain Touraine. While studying popular social 

movements Touraine observed that learning about one’s own 

potential, accomplished with the assistance of a trained observer, 

can be an emancipatory and empowering experience for the 

movement participants

5

. From this perspective, measuring and 

evaluating volunteer work can lead to gaining self-knowledge by 

volunteers and the program staff as well, which in turn can lead to 

empowerment by learning about one’s own hidden potential. 

There is, however, one condition – this entire measurement/evalu-

ation process must be performed in an inclusive and transparent 

fashion that gives all stakeholders adequate opportunity to par-

ticipate in all key aspects of the measurement process.

This is the road taken in this project. Its main objective is to devel-

op a methodology for evaluating the outcomes

6

 of an internation-

al volunteer exchange program coordinated by the French organ-

ization Solidarités Jeunesses and partner organizations in Europe 

and Latin America. The program recruits excluded or underprivi-

leged youth, and offers them opportunities for culturally enriched 

social interaction and self-fulfi llment. It operates on the principle 

of building trust and open communication between participants 

and program staff. The need for implementing came mainly from 

the funding sources requesting the implementation of measures 

to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. 

To meet this challenge, Solidarités Jeunesses assembled a team 

that included stakeholders in the program and external experts, 

who met for fi ve days to expressly delineate the goals and expect-

ed outcomes of the program, and conceptualize the most ade-

quate and helpful way of measuring these outcomes. 

This report is a result of this effort. It outlines the collaboratively 

developed methodology to measure these outcomes. 

“CHANGING PERSPECTIVES”:
VOLUNTEERING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT 

METHODOLOGY

1. OVERVIEW
This note outlines the methodology developed for measuring the 

effects of participation in an international volunteer exchange pro-

gram run by the French oganization Solidarités Jeunesses and part-

ner organizations on individuals participating in the Program.

Although the Program staff used a variety of internal evaluation 

tools to assess the progress that individual program participant 

5 Alain Touraine, The voice and the eye: An analysis of social movements, Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1981.

6 The term ‘outcome’ in program evaluation terminology denotes observed effects of the 

program participation on program participants. It is differentiated from ‘output’ which denotes the number 

of service units produced by the program (e.g. the number of people receiving the service) and ‘impact’ 

which denotes broader, long-term effects of outcomes on quality of life and community. For example, the 

output of schooling is the number of students receiving classroom instruction, the outcome is the knowledge 

and skills that these students learned (e.g. as measured by tests), and impact is the individual and social 

benefi ts of application of these skills later in life (e.g. in the form of employment).

made through the duration of the Program term, these tools were 

used exclusively for individual counseling rather than for provid-

ing systematic program effectiveness assessments. They were tai-

lored to the specifi c needs of the affi liated organizations, and 

lacked any standardization. As a result, the Program lacked effec-

tive means of systematically demonstrating its effectiveness to the 

funders, policy makers and external stakeholders.

To address this problem, Solidarités Jeunesses formed a Steering 

Committee charged with the development of such an effective-

ness evaluation tool. The Steering Committee organized a task 

force consisting of the representatives of affi liate organizations 

running work camps as well as two outside experts

7

. Members of 

the task force were invited to a fi ve day seminar in Laguépie, 

France in April 2012 with the goal of developing a general con-

ceptual framework for the evaluation tool acceptable to all stake-

holders. The actual evaluation tool based on the agreed upon 

framework was developed by the Steering Committee and the 

outside experts. The tool was then sent to participating organiza-

tion for pilot testing.

2. GENERAL CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
One of the problems often encountered in evaluation of social work 

programs is the inherent tension between the effective delivery of 

program services and the evaluation of program effectiveness for 

outside stakeholders. The effective service delivery requires build-

ing a certain level of trust between program staff and clients whose 

need for the service often indicate the lack of trust in mainstream 

social institutions. Consequently, program staff often avoids asking 

their clines for information that is not germane for the service deliv-

ery. However, an external evaluation tool typically involves collect-

ing additional information from both the staff and the clients. This 

unavoidably creates a tension, as the staff feels that collecting such 

information not only takes away their time from working with the 

clients, but also breaches the trust they developed with the clients. 

Therefore, achieving the right balance between the smooth oper-

ation of service delivery and collecting information needed for an 

external program evaluation is absolutely essential for obtaining 

valid evaluation data. The failure to attain that balance will likely 

result in bad data and invalid evaluation results as well as the 

deterioration of the service itself. 

To achieve the right balance between program delivery and pro-

gram evaluation, the task force conducted several brainstorming 

sessions in which representatives of service delivery organizations 

and outside evaluation experts had ample opportunity to sensitize 

each other to their respective needs and concerns related to the Pro-

gram services. The purpose of these sessions was to defi ne expect-

ed outcomes of the Program and outline preferred approaches to 

measuring them. 

The overall conceptual framework developed through this process 

identifi ed three social levels of outcomes expected from the Pro-

gram : (i) the individual level (effects on individual participants); (ii) 

7 For a full list of task force members see Participants p. 52.
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interpersonal level (effects on interaction involving participants 

and other people) and (iii) the community level (effects on broader 

community or society in general). Since the main focus of evalua-

tion was on the individual Program participants (volunteers) the 

task force also identifi ed two individual attributes – abilities and 

attitudes- that the Program was expected to affect at each of these 

levels. Abilities are understood in this context as skills enabling 

individuals to function in real life situations, and involve the ability 

to perform everyday life tasks without assistance, work skills, com-

municative skills (ability to communicate with others), interpersonal 

skills (ability to interact with other people), team-work, and civic 

skills (such as ability to participate in community affairs, voting, vol-

unteering, etc.). Attitudes are understood as a set of values and 

beliefs held by individuals about self, other people, communities or 

cultures and include sense of self-worth, independence, fl exibility, 

empathy, solidarity and tolerance, willingness to learn new things, 

meet with other people, learn about and interact with other cul-

tures, or learn foreign languages.

This general conceptual framework represents a broad range of 

changes that the Program participants may experience as a result 

of their participation of the work camps. However, this does not 

mean that every participant is expected to experience a change 

in every aspect included in that range. More likely, an individual 

participant will experience a change in only one, occasionally 

few, aspects outlined in this framework. The framework should be 

interpreted as an outline of possible changes in participants’ abil-

ities and attitudes. Whether any of these changes actually 

occurred is to be determined empirically, by deploying proper 

methodology capable of detecting all these expected changes. 

3. EMPIRICAL INDICATORS
To be able to detect changes in abilities and attitudes outlined in 

the general conceptual framework that underlies the Program 

philosophy, a methodology must be developed that employs a 

range of empirical indicators of the expected changes. To assem-

ble a comprehensive list of such indicators, the task force started 

with examining the tools that organizations participating in the 

Program used to assess the progress of individual Program par-

ticipants. The participating task force members felt that these 

instruments provided them with valuable feedback in their work 

with Program participants. Therefore, the task force decided to 

use these instruments as a source of potential empirical indicators 

for the evaluation tool to be developed.

At the same time, the experts on the task force expressed con-

cerns with potential empirical validity problems of some of 

these indicators. Many of these existing indicator items were 

deliberately formulated in broad, all-encompassing terms to 

elicit open and candid responses from the participants and 

avoid negative stereotyping, labeling, “pigeon-holing” and oth-

er forms of bias. However, the downside effect of this was ambi-

guity that threatened empirical validity

8

 of the instrument if 

used in systematic evaluation. 

The task force agreed that while the existing instrument used by 

the participating organizations should be used as the source of 

possible empirical indicators, it may be necessary to reformulate 

these items to increase their specifi city. The task force also recog-

nized that new indicators will have to be developed. The actual 

development of empirical indicators was to be performed by the 

experts in close cooperation with the Steering Committee.

4. MEASUREMENT STRATEGY
The task force agreed that the expected outcomes of the program, 

as outlined in the general conceptual framework, should be 

observed at the end of each participant’s enrollment in Program 

activities. Since the Steering Committee was interested in measur-

ing both, short and long term effects of the Program, the measure-

ment strategy would involve observations at some time after the 

participants’ completions of the Program, ideally after a six month 

time interval following the work camp experience. 

For methodological as well as logistical reasons, the measurement 

strategy would employ within-subject comparisons. This means 

that observations will be taken before each participant entered 

the work camp, then at the time he or she left the camp, and then 

again after the six month interval. The responses in each measure-

ment session would be matched and differences assessed. This 

measurement approach provide adequate statistical control for 

possible effects produced by factors outside the scope being 

measured by the proposed instrument, such as personal beliefs 

and attitudes, cultural differences, life histories, etc. as the within-

subject design would hold these effects constant. It is also easy to 

8 A measure is said to be empirically valid if it actually captures the empirical phenomenon 

that it purports to capture. Ambiguously formulated items have poor validity because they are likely to elicit 

reporting of different phenomena that respondents may associate with them.

Personal Attributes :

Social levels : Abilities Attitudes

Individual

Everyday life skills, 

ability to travel, work 

skills

Sense of self-worth, 

independence, 

fl exibility

Interpersonal

Communicative 

skills, interaction 

skills, confl ict 

resolution, team-work

Empathy, 

willingness to 

cooperate, 

solidarity

Community

Participating in 

community affairs, 

voting, volunteering, 

organizing, 

knowledge of foreign 

language and culture

Cultural awareness, 

respect, tolerance

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR EXPECTED 
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES OF PROGRAM 
PARTICIPATION



implement logistically, as each participant must go through an 

intake and an exit interview, and each interview can easily accom-

modate the “before” and “after” measures.

Another issue at hand is the mode of reporting, which can entail 

either third-party reporting of participants’ behavior (e.g. by men-

tors or work-camp counselors) or self-reporting by participants 

(i.e. fi lling out a questionnaire). Although third-party reporting 

would provide greater objectivity of the reported data, it had a 

clear logistical disadvantage as it would be diffi cult and costly to 

implement. Therefore, the task force decided to use the “assisted 

self-reporting” method in which mentors, counselors or survey 

administrators would assist Program participants in answering 

survey questions. The task force felt that this method closely 

resembled the existing evaluation practices, in which counselors 

and participants used the assessment instruments to monitor their 

progress. 

5. THE INSTRUMENT
The instrument used in observation is a questionnaire that con-

sists of a series of questions pertaining to skills and attitude out-

lined in the general conceptual framework. Each question refers 

to a specifi c behavior, ability or feeling that the respondent can 

easily identify in his or her own experience. The answer to each 

question requires indicating a level of respondent’s agreement 

with the question’s premise or frequency of behavior or feeling 

indicated in that premise. The answers are recorded on a 5- point 

Likert scale, in which the left-hand end indicates extreme disa-

greement or absence, and the right-hand end indicates extreme 

agreement or great frequency. The three “stops” between these 

two ends indicate intermediate states in a ranking order. 

Although from the measurement point of view this scale represent 

the ordinal level of measurement

9

 many members of the task force 

felt that limiting responses to rigidly defi ned categories was 

inconsistent with the philosophy of their programs and with coun-

seling practices they espoused. To accommodate that, the instru-

ment design used a “continuous arrow” approach used in some 

versions of program evaluation tools with Likert scale marks 

imposed on it. The respondents could still answer the questions 

by placing a mark at any point of the arrow, but the responses 

would be recorded by their proximity to the Likert scale marks. 

For example, response marks close to the second mark from the 

left would be entered as “2”, those close to the third mark from the 

left as “3”, etc. Responses placed clearly between marks would 

receive a “half-rank” or “tie” value e.g. 2.5, 3.5 etc.

There are two versions of the instrument, one “before” and one 

“after.” They differ only in the instruction to the respondent, while 

the items on both versions are identical and in identical order to 

minimize errors coming from cognitive biases produced by 

9 The ordinal level of measurement is a low-information level of measurement in which only the 

direction of inequality between values are known, but not the magnitude of that inequality. The latter requires 

interval or ratio levels. For example, an ordinal scale of income level indicates that “Low” level is less than 

“Medium” level, which in turn is less that “High” level, but it does not say by how much. The latter can only be 

known if the actual amount (ratio-level) is given. Due to subjective nature of many social and psychological 

phenomena, they can only be measured at the ordinal level with any meaningful degree of precision.

different sequencing of survey items. The “after” version has also 

an additional set of questions, absent from the “before” version, 

that solicits the respondents’ opinions about different aspects of 

their work camp experience. This section is intended to provide 

complementary information about the “process” rather than “out-

come” that can be used by Program staff in evaluating the Pro-

gram. The “after” version will also be used in the six-month assess-

ment.

A copy of the full version of instrument is included in p. 41.

6. FIELD TESTING
Many items used in the questionnaire were previously used in 

internal evaluations by the Program staff, who felt positively about 

them. Nonetheless, the fact that these items were re-worded and 

placed in a specifi c context with other items that were newly 

developed called for a fi eld testing of the entire instrument. The 

fi eld testing entailed administering the instrument to the 19 par-

ticipants of the pilot phase of the program (9 Europeans in Latin 

American work camps and 10 Latin Americans in European work 

camps) during the summer 2012. The Program staff involved in 

administering the instrument was asked to obtain and record any 

feedback about participant’s reactions to each of the items includ-

ed in the instrument.

Although the number of the participants in the pilot phase is rather 

small, the “within-subject” design makes it possible to perform ele-

mentary statistical analyses of the responses for the purpose of detect-

ing their ability to detect before-after differences in responses.

7. CONCLUSION
The “Changing Perspectives” volunteering outcomes assessment 

methodology was developed to assess the effectiveness of volun-

teer exchange programs run by the French organization Solidar-

ités Jeunesses and partner organizations. The methodology was 

developed in close collaboration with the staff providing services 

in these programs, and was intentionally designed to fi t the phi-

losophy underlying these programs while providing an objective 

indication of the program effectiveness to outside observers and 

stakeholders. 

The methodology is based on self-reported behaviors and attitudes 

of program participants, recorded during the intake and exit inter-

views that are required of all participants. The instrument for these 

observations consists of a series of questions about specifi c behav-

iors and attitudes that the program intends to change. The compar-

ison of “before” and “after” responses allows measuring any chang-

es that can be attributed to program participations, while the 

“within-subject” design allows controlling for external factors that 

may affect responses to questionnaire items. The items were 

derived, to the extent possible from internal instruments already 

used by Program staff in their work with the participants

The methodology was fi eld tested in the pilot phase of the pro-

gram in the summer of 2012. The Pilot phase involved 19 partici-

pants in work camps in Europe and Latin America. 
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 The purpose of this questionnaire is to fi nd how well the workcamp serves the needs of participants like you. Your answers 

will provide us with valuable feedback which may help us improve our project. Please read each question carefully and answer 

it as candidly as possible. If the meaning of a question is not clear, please do not hesitate to ask the survey administrator for further 

clarifi cations. It is important that you answer ALL questions.  

 Your answers will be used for statistical purposes only and will NOT be revealed to anyone or used in a way that allows 

identifying individual responses. 

 Your candid participation in this survey is very important to us. If you have any questions about this survey, its purpose, 

and the use of information it seeks to collect, please feel free to talk to your mentor.

 Please tell us how well these statements describe your personal experience during the last month.

A. Below are several statements about daily life activities :
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question.

A1. I feel I can travel by myself 

A2. If I was home alone I think I could manage by myself (cooking, cleaning,...) : 

A. I don’t think I could manage even for 1 day

B. I think I could manage for 2 or 3 days on my own

C. I think I could manage for 4 or 5 days

D. I think I could manage for about 1 week

E. I think I could manage by myself for more than 1 week without any problems

A3. I feel able and confi dent to deal with my professional life 
and institutional bureaucracy (administration, taxes, insurances,...) 

A4. I like taking initiatives 

A5. Chose the person who represents your level of feeling of inclusion in society. 
Would you say that this feeling is positive or negative ? 
Use the evaluation tree document to reply to this question.

A6. I am aware of my best abilities 
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Very 

Negative

Somewhat 

negative

Neither positive 

nor negative

Somewhat 

positive

Very 

positive

Not at all and I could 

specify any

Slightly and I could 

specify at least 1

Moderately and I could 

specify at least 3

Very and I could 

specify at least 4

Highly and I could 

specify at least 5

Questionnaire

BEFORE

BEFORE

Questionnaires
After the implementation of the questionnaires with the volunteers, the partner 
organisations gathered feedback concerning the process, the content 
and questions itself and met for the evaluation meeting to discuss and decide 
on the changes to be made in order to attain a more appropriate and more 
effi cient questionnaire. Those changes led to a new version of the questionnaires 
which is presented below. 
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 The purpose of this questionnaire is to fi nd how well the workcamp serves the needs of participants like you. Your answers 

will provide us with valuable feedback which may help us improve our project. Please read each question carefully and answer 

it as candidly as possible. If the meaning of a question is not clear, please do not hesitate to ask the survey administrator for further 

clarifi cations. It is important that you answer ALL questions.  

 Your answers will be used for statistical purposes only and will NOT be revealed to anyone or used in a way that allows 

identifying individual responses. 

 Your candid participation in this survey is very important to us. If you have any questions about this survey, its purpose, 

and the use of information it seeks to collect, please feel free to talk to your mentor.

 Please tell us how well these statements describe your personal experience during the last month.

A. Below are several statements about daily life activities :
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question.

A1. I feel I can travel by myself 

A2. If I was home alone I think I could manage by myself (cooking, cleaning,...) : 

A. I don’t think I could manage even for 1 day

B. I think I could manage for 2 or 3 days on my own

C. I think I could manage for 4 or 5 days

D. I think I could manage for about 1 week

E. I think I could manage by myself for more than 1 week without any problems

A3. I feel able and confi dent to deal with my professional life 
and institutional bureaucracy (administration, taxes, insurances,...) 

A4. I like taking initiatives 

A5. Chose the person who represents your level of feeling of inclusion in society. 
Would you say that this feeling is positive or negative ? 
Use the evaluation tree document to reply to this question.

A6. I am aware of my best abilities 
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Very 

Negative

Somewhat 

negative

Neither positive 

nor negative

Somewhat 

positive

Very 

positive

Not at all and I could 

specify any

Slightly and I could 

specify at least 1

Moderately and I could 

specify at least 3

Very and I could 

specify at least 4

Highly and I could 

specify at least 5

Questionnaire

BEFORE

BEFORE



A7. I am aware of my weakest points 

A8. Where do you place yourself in relation to those two statements ? 

A9. When I encounter problems I usually :

A. Get upset or depressed

B. Feel very unprepared

C. Try to find ways to improve the situation

D. Find some alternatives and help to change the situation

E. Understand problems as  opportunities that will improve my life and myself

A10. I like to reach my objectives and to fi nish what I start 

A11. I feel I can stay focused on my work 

B. Below are several statements on how people interact with other people :
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question

B1. When I talk to other people I consider their opinions   

B2. Who is more similar to you ? 

A. Mary and Max usually end up shouting when they disagree

B. Alan and Anne usually feel very bad when they find themselves 

in disagreements with other people

C. Richard and Rita either try to avoid any situation 

that could lead to a disagreement or they just remain silent

D. Edward and Emma usually try to talk about the disagreement 

to see how it can be solved

E. Lisa and Leonard usually find alternatives and solutions so that all persons 

involved in the disagreement can feel satisfied

B3. How many times have you ended up fi ghting (shouting/violence) 
with family, classmates, friends, colleagues in the last 3 weeks ?

A. 4 times or more

B. 2 or 3 times

C. 1 or 2 times

D. Not these 3 last weeks but a couple of times in the last 3 months

E. I didn’t get into any fights (shouting, violence, very angry) in the last 3 months

Not at all and I could 

specify any

Slightly and I could 

specify at least 1

Moderately and I could 

specify at least 3

Very and I could 

specify at least 4

Highly and I could 

specify at least 5

“The truth is that I prefer people to tell me how to do things 

and I have no interest in thinking about new things”

“I like to be creative in the things that I do : 

manualities, music, writing, or whilst I study or work”
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B4. I can easily accept new responsibilities when the job demands it 

B5. I feel I can be a part of a team : to work, to play, to cooperate 

B6. I tell others what I need or feel  

B7. I tell others when they make me uncomfortable  

B8. I expect others to know what my feelings or needs are 

B9. When facing a new situation I try to fi t in the best I can 

B10. I like meeting new people and having new experiences 

B11. I like to propose group activities to other people 
such as outdoor activities, music, outings, sport,... 

B12. I usually like to do things for other people, to help or to please them 

B13. I feel I can integrate in a group   

B14. Whenever I have an important problem, I know people I can trust, 
who I know will help me and who will not use the situation against me :

A. I feel that I cannot rely on anybody

B. I think that there are a couple of people I can rely on

C. There are some people I can trust and from whom I can receive help

D. I have a group of people I can trust and rely on

E. I have no problems with getting help from people I trust, when I need it

B15. I like to travel to other countries and meet people from other cultures 

B16. I would recommend participating in an international 
volunteering project to other people

B17. I am interested in learning a new language 
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C. Below are several statements about participation in civic life : 
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question.

C1. I spent some time doing volunteer work for a social/civic/
non-governmental organisation or helping other people 
outside my family without being paid 

C2. I spent some time organising a public event 
or a community or social movement activity 

C3. I spent some time on activities promoting 
international peace and/or solidarity

C4. I spent some time on political activities such as writing or 
signing petitions, participating in demonstrations, voting or others,...  

C5. I am motivated to learn about cultures and habits of people 
in my own country and abroad 

In the space below please write your expectations about the project 
in which you are about to participate.  
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 The purpose of this questionnaire is to fi nd how well the workcamp serves the needs of participants like you. Your answers 

will provide us with valuable feedback which will help us improve our program. Please read each question carefully and answer it as candidly 

as possible. If the meaning of a question is not clear, please do not hesitate to ask the survey administrator for further clarifi cations. 

It is important that you answer ALL questions.  

 Your answers will be used for statistical purposes only and will NOT be revealed to anyone or used in a way that allows identifying 

individual responses. 

 Your candid participation in this survey is very important to us. If you have any questions about this survey, its purpose, 

and the use of information it seeks to collect, please feel free to talk to your mentor.

 Please tell us how well these statements describe your personal experience during the last month.

A. Below are several statements about daily life activities :
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question.

A1. I feel I can travel by myself 

A2. If I was home alone I think I could manage by myself (cooking, cleaning,...) : 

A. I don’t think I could manage even for 1 day

B. I think I could manage for 2 or 3 days on my own

C. I think I could manage for 4 or 5 days

D. I think I could manage for about 1 week

E. I think I could manage by myself for more than 1 week without any problems

A3. I feel able and confi dent to deal with my professional life 
and institutional bureaucracy (administration, taxes, insurances,...) 

A4. I like taking initiatives 

A5. Chose the person who represents your level of feeling of inclusion in society. 
Would you say that this feeling is positive or negative ? 
Use the evaluation tree document to reply to this question.

A6. I am aware of my best abilities 
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Very 

Negative

Somewhat 

negative

Neither positive 

nor negative

Somewhat 

positive

Very 

positive

Not at all and I could 

specify any

Slightly and I could 

specify at least 1

Moderately and I could 

specify at least 3

Very and I could 

specify at least 4

Highly and I could 

specify at least 5

Questionnaire

AFTER



A7. I am aware of my weakest points 

A8. Where do you place yourself in relation to those two statements ? 

A9. When I encounter problems I usually :

A. Get upset or depressed

B. Feel very unprepared

C. Try to find ways to improve the situation

D. Find some alternatives and help to change the situation

E. Understand problems as  opportunities that will improve my life and myself

A10. I like to reach my objectives and to fi nish what I start 

A11. I feel I can stay focused on my work 

B. Below are several statements on how people interact with other people :
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question

B1. When I talk to other people I consider their opinions   

B2. Who is more similar to you ? 

A. Mary and Max usually end up shouting when they disagree

B. Alan and Anne usually feel very bad when they find themselves 

in disagreements with other people

C. Richard and Rita either try to avoid any situation 

that could lead to a disagreement or they just remain silent

D. Edward and Emma usually try to talk about the disagreement 

to see how it can be solved

E. Lisa and Leonard usually find alternatives and solutions so that all persons 

involved in the disagreement can feel satisfied

B3. How many times have you ended up fi ghting (shouting/violence) 
with family, classmates, friends, colleagues in the last 3 weeks ?

A. 4 times or more

B. 2 or 3 times

C. 1 or 2 times

D. Not these 3 last weeks but a couple of times in the last 3 months

E. I didn’t get into any fights (shouting, violence, very angry) in the last 3 months

Not at all and I could 

specify any

Slightly and I could 

specify at least 1

Moderately and I could 

specify at least 3

Very and I could 

specify at least 4

Highly and I could 

specify at least 5

“The truth is that I prefer people to tell me how to do things 

and I have no interest in thinking about new things”

“I like to be creative in the things that I do : 

manualities, music, writing, or whilst I study or work”
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B4. I can easily accept new responsibilities when the job demands it 

B5. I feel I can be a part of a team : to work, to play, to cooperate 

B6. I tell others what I need or feel  

B7. I tell others when they make me uncomfortable  

B8. I expect others to know what my feelings or needs are 

B9. When facing a new situation I try to fi t in the best I can 

B10. I like meeting new people and having new experiences 

B11. I like to propose group activities to other people 
such as outdoor activities, music, outings, sport,... 

B12. I usually like to do things for other people, to help or to please them 

B13. I feel I can integrate in a group   

B14. Whenever I have an important problem, I know people I can trust, 
who I know will help me and who will not use the situation against me :

A. I feel that I cannot rely on anybody

B. I think that there are a couple of people I can rely on

C. There are some people I can trust and from whom I can receive help

D. I have a group of people I can trust and rely on

E. I have no problems with getting help from people I trust, when I need it

B15. I like to travel to other countries and meet people from other cultures 

B16. I would recommend participating in an international 
volunteering project to other people

B17. I am interested in learning a new language 
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C. Below are several statements about participation in civic life : 
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question.

C1. I will spend some time doing volunteer work for a social/civic/
non-governmental organisation or helping other people 
outside my family without being paid 

C2. I will spend some time organising a public event 
or a community or social movement activity 

C3. I will spend some time on activities promoting 
international peace and/or solidarity

C4. I will spend some time on political activities such as writing or 
signing petitions, participating in demonstrations, voting or others,...  

C5. I am motivated to learn about cultures and habits of people 
in my own country and abroad 

D. Below are several statements about the workcamp in which you just took part. 
Please tell us how well these statements describe your personal experience with this program.  
Please indicate your answer by placing an X on the scale to the right of each question.

D1. I learned new everyday life skills (such as travel, food preparation, 
housework, time management)

D2. I learned new work-related skills (such as using tools 
or techniques, working with my hands, team work)

D3. I met interesting new people

D4. I learned new ways to live a healthy and ecologically sustainable life 
(e.g. recycle, save energy, buy local/organic food, use transit/bicycle)

D5. I learned a foreign language or improved 
my foreign language profi ciency

D6. I gained valuable knowledge about a country 
or culture different than my own

D7. I learned new ways to communicate my needs and feelings to others

D8. I learned new ways of solving confl icts and disagreements 

D9. I learned how to effectively communicate with institutions 
(employers, local government, police, media) 

D10. I learned new ways of participating in public, political, 
or community events (public meetings or campaigns, petitioning 
government, working with NGOs or unions)

D11. I had a good time

D12. This workcamp was a waste of my time

D13. This workcamp met or exceeded my expectations

D14. I would recommend this workcamp to a friend
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E. Below you can fi nd a list of several elements relating to the workcamp 
in which you have just participated.  
In the left-hand column, please select no more than three elements that you like the most by placing an X in the appropriate box. 

In the right-hand column, please select no more than three elements that you did not liked or you believe need improvement 

by placing an X in the appropriate box.

LIKED THE MOST DID NOT LIKE / NEED IMPROVEMENT

E1. Work camp leader E1. Work camp leader

E2. My mentor E2. My mentor

E3. Accommodation E3. Accommodation

E4. Food E4. Food

E5. Other volunteers E5. Other volunteers

E6. Choice/Organisation of work activities E6. Choice/Organisation of work activities

E7. Choice/Organisation of cultural activities E7. Choice/Organisation of cultural activities

E8. Choice/Organisation of social 

or group activities

E8. Choice/Organisation of social 

or group activities

E9. Interaction with the host community E9. Interaction with the host community

E10. Infosheet E10. Infosheet

E11. Other (describe) E11. Other (describe) 

In the space below please write your observations and suggestions about the workcamp 
in which you have just participated.  

With the support ofThank you for your participation in this survey

Provided by Loft Young Project, Keith



Provided by Loft Young Project, Keith
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